AGENDA

October 2, 2021

8:00 – 9:00    Introduction and Discussion of Prerecorded Lectures
9:00 – 11:30   Lab: Demonstration and practice exam with faculty supervision. Practice in small groups
               Take break as needed
11:30 – 1:00   Lab: Some participants practice in small groups performing the examination on
               individuals with low back or hip pain Other participants (12) perform a total exam with
               supervision.
1:00 – 1:45    Lunch
1:45 – 2:45    Lecture/lab motor skill training
2:45 – 4:15    Lab: Some participants practice in small groups performing the examination on
               individuals with low back or hip pain Other participants (12) perform a total exam with
               supervision.
4:15 – 5:45    Lab: Some participants practice in small groups performing the examination on
               individuals with low back or hip pain Other participants (12) perform a total exam with
               supervision.

October 3, 2021

8:00 – 9:00    Lecture: Structural and Muscular Factors of the Hip
9:00 – 9:20    Break
9:20 – 11:00   Lab: Some participants practice in small groups performing the examination on
               individuals with low back or hip pain Other participants (12) perform a total exam with
               supervision Lab: skills for assessing hip point10:00 - 10:20
11:00 – 12:30  Lab: Some participants practice in small groups performing the examination on
               individuals with low back or hip pain Other participants (12) perform a total exam with
               supervision.
12:30 – 1:15   Lunch
1:15 – 1:45    Movement Spectrum
1:45 – 3:00    MSI Concepts applied to Special topics/labs: running, Knee, CPG on Hip Fracture
3:00 – 3:30    Question and Discussion/Wrap up